
 

 

 

 

Media release – September 24, 2021  

For immediate release 

 

Postponement of the Expansion Dieppe Banquet  
Our businesses. Our pride! 

 
Dieppe, NB – Expansion Dieppe announces the postponement of the 19th edition of its banquet.  
 
This gathering of people from the Dieppe business community was to be held on Wednesday, 
September 29. The new date will be determined and announced as soon as possible. 
 
In the wake of the mandatory order announcement, released earlier today by the Province of New 
Brunswick, we are postponing our entrepreneur’s banquet to a later date.  

"This is not the situation we wanted, we must follow the new guidelines to ensure everyone's 
health and safety", said Louis Godbout, Expansion Dieppe Executive Director.  

Coming together to celebrate Dieppe entrepreneurs 

Expansion Dieppe is proud to be the instigator of the most coveted annual celebration in the 
Dieppe business community. “This year more than ever, we want to move forward with the 
organization of our banquet with the desire to celebrate the resilience of our businesses, and the 
return of a strong economic recovery", said André Pelletier, Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of Expansion Dieppe. “It is with this same firm intention that we will celebrate at a later date; this 
is only a postponement.” 

Nine finalists, business owners from Dieppe, are shortlisted to receive the “Business Excellence 
Award”, the “Service Business Excellence Award”, the “Emerging Business Award” as well as the 
public's choice “My choice”. The finalists are: Café La Lieto, Crèmerie Bennic, D.A.S. Concrete, 
DastousDio, Dieppe Imaging, drsourire, Mistral Communication, Peak Fitness and Sai Krishna 
Foods. The nominees will have to wait a little longer to know the winners. 

We invite everyone to follow the Public Health Authority measures so we can all quickly return to 
an environment where we can celebrate our prosperous future together. 

The new date will be announced to you as soon as possible. 



 

 

Note to ticket holders and sponsors: We are very grateful for your support and hope that we can 
count on you to enable us to deliver the event in the same format as planned. You therefore have 
the choice of keeping your tickets to participate in the banquet which will take place on the new 
date that will be announced or to ask for a refund if this new date does not suit your schedule. 

About Expansion Dieppe 

Expansion Dieppe is the organization dedicated to the economic development of the City of 
Dieppe and its industrial park.  
 
Its objective is to ensure Dieppe’s territory development to take place in a timely and efficient 
manner by providing essential information, seeking to form partnerships as well as playing the 
role of intermediary for projects and real estate investments, thanks to advice, expertise, support 
and data from strategic sites. www.expansiondieppe.ca 
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